
TELT SURVEY - PCANZ (MENTORS, ENABLERS)

PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS

# %
Currently 
Supporting

Past 
Supporter

MENTOR 26 87% 6 20
ENABLER 2 7% 2
No Info 2 7%
Total 30 6 22
% 20% 73%

The personal relationships developed with the interns  Witnessing growth and development of ministry skills in interns  The practical ministry work undertaken by 
the intern

As a Mentor Minister:  1. The relationship between Mentor and Intern  2.Good communication with Knox Centre  3. Regular meetings to discuss and pray

1. Advice and guidance at all stages of the process, both before and during the placement.  2. Clear financial arrangements and commitments.  3. Clear timetable for 
availability of intern.

MINISTER MENTORS (NOM)
What three things have gone well in your role as a NOM intern Mentor Minister during your interactions with the 
Knox Centre for Leadership?

1) I have a very good trusting relationship with my intern, I meet with him regularly and we are able to ask questions of each other, in our situation he has lots of 
opportunities to ask about management in ministry with staff and employment issues.  2) We communicates well about boundaries, time management.  3) My intern 
and I knew each other before he started and we trust each other in aspect of ministry and is open for me to challenge him but let’s me know when it’s to much.

Good experience of negotiating with KCML about having our intern placed at our church.  Good times of reflection with intern.  Have seen growth in the intern  I 
enjoyed the two times I have been invited to give input with interns (on team leadership and on ministry marriage - along with my wife)

I acted as an Intern Mentor Minister nearly nine years ago. Communication with KCML was good. Support was somewhat tentative as we were all learning as it 
unfolded. I recall it as a positive expereince.

1. Good interaction with my intern  2. Good meetings the supervising staff member  3. Good communication around issues which have come up during the training. 
Good provision of material.   Good support.  Flexibility in a unique situation.     

Only been in the role for 6 months but appreciated the opportunity to carefully work through all that was involved.  Secondly the opportunity for the Parish Council 
to speak directly KCML before contract was entered into.  3rdly was the opportunity to meet with KCML staff and other interns over lunch during a recent residential 
time. 

1) I have only dealt directly with two people at KCML. I have found them both approachable and supportive.  2)My intern sustained an injury last year and is still 
getting back energy and stamina from that. KCML have been up front about this with me, and understanding and flexible with the intern.  3)This is an indirect 
interaction through what the intern relates of what they have been learning and of the conversations staff have had with them as they find their feet in ministry. It 
has struck me that they are wise and practical conversations that are respectful of who the person is and their strengths.
The ministry reflection group was helpful  The sense that I was trusted in my role and that the training was a partnership  The feeling that the deep things of ministry 
formation were being attended and it wasn't all on me

1. Communication was very good. KCML staff were helpful everytime I had a query and they were quick to respond. They also kept in contact on a regular basis to 
inform me of what they  were doing.  2. They listened to my concerns and took on board advice as they were able or saw fit.  3. Meeting with other Mentors was 
helpful.

1. I received relief when I urgently needed to fill in preaching on Sunday.  2.  A fellow comrade in ministry  3. Someone else to share the work load

At times the communication was excellent. At times, less so.  The colloquiums led by KCML staff were a good example of collaboration between the KCML and local 
parishes  
1. Great communication channels with two at KCML - both available and very helpful  2. Colloquiums - excellent collaborative learning  3. The collegiality among  the 
NOM interns 

The handbook was useful  KCML gave me plenty of warning about what was needed 

Sharing with KCML in training future ministers - learning something of the different way this happens now  Good communication and support from KCML staff  
Appreciating the range of learning experiences, the preparation for a different way of being church and doing ministry, the variety of assignments and approaches 
that are part of the internship programme    
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I found there was at time a disconnect between the assignments and life in the church.  I wasn't told what the block courses were looking at 

The change in expectations and lack of structure around the process of "introductions" at the end of the internship - this was never KCML responsibility, but used to 
be undertaken by Introduction Workgroup on behalf of the wider church. Now it is one person as 'clearing house' with minimal support for interns at a very stressful 
time in their ministry training. I think there is an expectation that the Mentoring Minister may act as advocate and even as matchmaker for the intern, but that is 
nowhere spelled out, nor am I convinced it is a good idea.    

It was not so much what was happening at KCML rather it was more that I was in my first year as minister in the parish.  In hindsight it was too early. 

Occasionally some difference in generational expectations of what constituted a fair Ministers workload.  Mostly things went very well

I have had no barriers in my role as Mentor Minister

Sometimes a sense of distance from this particular tutor  More connection to the term by term modules so that I could arrange correlating ministry experiences

I felt KCML went about their work in a professional manner. However I felt my parish context would not have given much in terms of new learnings and challenges 
for the intern we had because he came from a similar context as ours.   

1. Communication between KCML and myself could have been better.  2. Training in being a mentor could have been better.  3. Overload of paperwork

Poor communication and resourcing for mentoring ministers. THis seemed to be random or adhoc, rather than having a co-ordinated strategy behind it.

2. The seedlings concept seems under done and difficult for interns to cope with  3. The disparity of training, collegial opportunities and input between NOM's and 
LOM's 

I am a supervisor of an intern.  Invitation and introduction to what required as a supervisor.  Inclusion in the colloquiums    Approachability of staff when I’ve had 
questions  

Unlikely but very good pairing as mentoring minister  Ability to adapt as needed in consultation with KCML  Support conversations and general instructions for goals 
clearly stated  

What three things have not gone well, have become barriers in your role as a NOM intern Mentor Minister during 
your interactions with the Knox Centre for Leadership?

I can't think of any  things not going so well. I move on at the end of the year and the intern may well be changing parish placement. There are some logistics that 
will need to be talked through before then, but that is more in the area of things that will need to be done in the next 2-3 months rather than any barrier.

I would like to spend more time with him about theological issues but his schedule is very full.  Can’t think of anything else         

No real problems.  The colloquiums where interns have presented verbatims of pastoral visits have been rather drawn out, but interns seem to have benefited. 

1. No initial training or guidance  2. Frustration with initial agreement set up under a difference mentor  3. Disappointment over non involvement of intern in the 
main parish (this intern is overseeing another ministry which is technically a Presbytery project.)

No barriers as such.  Probably would benefit with a bit of feedback from others in the team about the intern's progress. I expect the main channel of information is 
the fieldwork coordinator.  I am dependent on the intern keeping me up to date.  The mentoring process is going well nonetheless.     

It would have been helpful having the internship handbook from the beginning rather than part way through when I am wondering what sort of thing is required for 
the 6 month report.  No other  negatives.

1.  Good support from KCML field coordinator  2. The NOM handbook for Interns offered clear guidelines of the expectations of Mentoring Ministers  3.  The 
negotiations for an intern were most helpful, with meetings clarifying exceptions of mentoring minister and the parish and also from the intern's perspective.

y         y  g     p p          (     ) p         
both of them my parish benefited from having them amongst us, they brought a different experience for the parish to their pastoral work and preaching.  I liked the 
interaction with them, helped keep me sharp,   each of them were at different stages in their lives, so my interactions with them were correspondingly different, and 
i found that a good challenge.  

Had a very good staff member who kept in regular contact with me  Expectations were well defined.  A helpful lead in process.

the support from the KCL liaison person for the various interns  The clear programme for reports needed from me  Being able to put in place specific tasks for the 
intern in discussion with KCL      

Very positive thoughtful conversations.  Lot of mutual learning. Stimulating theological reflection.
1. clear intro to what having an intern involved  2. Going to training days with local students and their mentor ministers -really helpful process  3. the relationship 
with the intern    
Not a lot. I am a local with local knowledge and I still think NOT a lot.
1. I twice made inquieries about taking on an Intern; 2. On going support was timely, appropriate and helpful; 2. Written expectations of my role were clear, 
especially with KCML to clarify any questions 

1. Interns have been well prepared for what to expect from me and able to tell me what they needed from me.  2. Clear and timely expectations also from KCML  3. 
Appreciated regular calls and visits to see how things were going
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1. More clarity around role of NOM intern mentor and awareness of boundaries between role and that of KCML. 

Not much feedback from KCML about the reports I submitted.  Not much follow through with Ministry reflection group during process which met infrequently.  I 
thoiught there might have ben more feedback about areas KCML thought I needed to explore more and develop  with my student.

The block courses occurring at times when being in the parish would have been a better option for learning eg at Easter  The impossibility of planning in the parish 
when the timing of block courses suddenly change without notification to the mentor  Connection with the academic input for the courses could better help with the 
reflection times with the intern. ie to know if something is not going well. It would enable better integration of theory and practice.   I found that although I have a 
lot of weddings very seldom was an intern able to be part of the planning interviewing and being there because of meetings needed with KCL. the same happened 
with funerals. Some of these opportunities need to be taken as a priority.  
Nothing

1. a lack of clarity re student's assignment schedule  2. a lack of clear expectations as to what should be covered in the mentor/intern relationship  3. a lack of clear 
contact points for specific areas of concern

I received no training. The manual was very wordy especially with no real explanation. Following reporting back on the student there was no real interaction as to 
where to from here.

I cannot think of any barriers to fulfilling my role as a mentor

1. Sometimes KCML have appeared to have unrealistic expectations of their interns.   2. Some of the training has at times been in conflict with how things are done 
in the parish. Especially in matters of worship style.  Remember I have not had an intern since 2014.   3. 

My experience was very positive with no barriers being present.  This could well have been because the intern that we (parish and I) was a real blessing with no 
problems and very little need to make contact with KCML

I can’t think of any barriers I have met or things that haven’t gone well.

As LOM training enabler not being involved in setting educational goals  All good with NOM.  Can't answer next questions as have done NOM and currently doing 
LOM

If you could change one thing, what would that be, and why?

because we have three locations to be covered on a Sunday I don’t get to see him preach much- however very good reports back to me.  

I am concerned that LOM training seems to be becoming a back door into NOM for people who haven't been accepted through NAW.  This relates to keeping a high 
and consistent standard for those accepted for ministry training, across regions and across cultures.  There shouldn't be one rule for one culture and another rule for 
another.

The initial agreement

My intern and I are separated by distance. I would have  loved to have been closer. On the positive side the system is flexible enough to include this possibility in 
response to specific needs.

Having the Interns Handbook from the beginning to become familiar with it BEFORE intern started as it would probably have lead to more structured and 
constructive discussions between intern and myself, given a better understanding to the expectations all around and helped shape some of the intern's goals. 

I like the freedom that the parish and I have to involve the intern in what works for her and for us. I like that the training isn't rigidly prescriptive.  It might be though 
that a phone call every 5- 6 weeks  to check in with the parish minister or leadership could be a good thing for KCML and parish.

A bit more trust of kcml by the national church. There seems to be too much meddling and not enough support. We have in our staff a group of adaptive leaders 
who do respond well to feedback.

Internship is a great idea, I wish we had it when I went through training. However in my opinion, it doesn't work if the intern is placed in the same context to what 
they are used to. I am aware that finding contextually suitable host parishes for every intern is a challenge, but I would rather the church spends money in ensuring 
every intern gets placed in a context suited to their training needs than just placing them wherever because its more convenient. 

1. establish a better relationship with KCML

The connection between KCML and the host parishes seems to largely depend on the intern. This means that experiences and exposure that the intern receives 
depends very much on the initiative of the mentoring minister. Given that we regard the formation of our ministers so highly (so highly that we invest huge financial 
resources in them) it seems unwise to leave the management of the placement up to chance.

Staffing situation - seem over staffed and some staff have focus elsewhere. There is need for serious review of JD's, work flow, job size and accountability structures

I would like to contribute to a course on professional practice.  I was never sure what KCML was teaching 

I had this role (twice) some time ago (NOM Mentor).  I did not feel that the training of me for this role was as good as it could have been. i wonder that because i 
was a senior minister it was felt that training was not needed. However i think it could have been better. Particularly a better understanding of the process of 
assignment/assessment so that I would know more about what my role was. I some times felt that what i provided by way of reports fell into a black hole, and i 
received little feed back on them. Both my interns were troubled by issues, so it would have been helpful if i had been more involved in the KCML process as a true 
partner, rather than an add on. 
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Additional Comments sent by Email

Information for payment   Follow up at end of mentorship

The only thing that would make a difference would be if I lived closer to where my intern is as I need to travel for supervision, colloquiums etc. However, as I am in 
Dunedin reasonably often for other Presbytery things it isn’t too much of a problem.

Worked for me and for the interns

Information pack specific to outside mentors so that I don't have to keep asking questions.

Most of my interactions with KCML have been as a presbytery candidate convener. More recently I have been involved in the selection and placing of 2 LOMS which 
required interaction with KCML over training needs analysis and navigating the process. In this regard KCML was particularly helpful and responsive.   1.KCML was 
able to provide some flexibility as we navigated the recently change timetable for LOM applications.  2. Advice and availability were very appreciated as we dealt 
with somewhat tricky placements.  3. KCML was particularly astute at identifying specific gaps in the training needs analysis.

Initial organisational meeting  Meetings with mentee/s

What three things have not gone well, have become barriers in your role as a LOM training Enabler during your 
interactions with the Knox Centre for Leadership?

Train the ministers. You want to be a minister then get them to Knox for a live in for a couple of days and together work out what's what. Would help collegially as 
well. 

Nothing with respect to my interactions with KCML

KCML seems to have little awareness of the role of Presbytery and sometimes seems to be encouraging innovation but does not teach how to work with Presbytery 
in that.     I would like to see other changes also but not in regard to NOM mentoring and training.  But KCML has totally failed to train and mediate ministry 
development reviews and could be providing more online resources for the training of elders and other leaders. 

If you could change one thing, what would that be, and why?

I've always thought LOMS should be encouraged to attend block courses with the NOMS and I understand this is happening now.  I believe KCML are doing an 
excellent job of equipping and forming those called to ministry of word and sacrament. The internship model over the last 10 years has produced some fine ministers 
in my opinion.

In my many conversations with our intern, it was very evident that the missing piece was the input from KCML in the area of spiritual formation.    This was set down 
in the guidebook but from what my intern told me it was very much lacking in the block courses and assignments.

I would have been more ready to challenge as an integral part of the intern's formation.

a better link between KCML and the Mentor, a proper partnership in the training.

More on site gatherings with other students and mentoring ministers (went to one colloquium) to get a clearer grasp of issues. Felt somewhat 'isolated' at times.

There seems to be a lot of time which could be used more constructively. While it is important to structure in some leave time I think that should be done in advance 
and made clear.  Also clear study weeks when assignments get completed would help from the parish end. I think an overview of the programme  with a look at time 
allocation would be good and also the understanding that just like in a parish, funerals etc can interrupt and just have to be done right then and one still has to lead 
worship etc. 

This new minister was extremely capable, thoughtful, committed and open-minded. Made my role very easy and enjoyable.

a better understanding of the course so I knew what gaps I should be ensuring were filled

Nothing comes to mind. I have generally had positive interactions with KCML

TRAINING ENABLERS (LOMS)
What three things have gone well in your role as a LOM Training Enabler during your interactions with the Knox 

Relieve the pressure on staff that comes from continual reviews, and support them so that they can get on with the excellent and innovative job they are doing.

On the basis of one positive experience almost a decade ago I think the only thing I would ask for would be more supervision in that role.

Had three very good interns.   Sorry but can't suggest changes

I would not change anything.
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I don’t think my answers to these questions will be that unique, as I don’t see value in improving current model. I would say:
2. Haven’t gone well? Graduates coming out with emotional issues and  doing damage and creating work for presbyteries,  we Need CPE (or similar) reintroduced for 
higher EQ in our ministers
3. The whole leadership model in our PCANZ needs changing, NOMs and LOMs not serving us well, LMTs struggling, the clergy centric nature of our local church 
model inhibits growth and mission, our lack of focus everyone being priests undermines our effectiveness, and we need to ask questions about the role of leaders 
resourcing the whole people of God. 
Sorry if this sounds negative but I feel the whole system is broken and does not serve us well. Reviewing it is not enough, we need to work together to create a new 
model that nurtures faith formation and creates heathy ecosystems to see innovative and missional expressions of church to sprout and grow 
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